
Hello

We’re an independent British creative couple—with an audience based on global travel 
photography—documenting our journeys through high-quality filmmaking, photography 
and blog posts, to a rapidly growing international audience.

The main platform of content is via Joe Allam’s YouTube channel, supported by a 
collaborative blog of photography and extra, informative content at jellyjourneys.com

With a growing community invested in us personally; our attention is focused on enabling 
us to to continue to deliver great-quality content, as a way of educating, inspiring and 
driving creativity, whilst exploring the world!

Audience/followers

Our large, passionate audience covers a wide age demographic, ranging from aspiring 
students, to working professionals and regular travellers. The common interest throughout, 
is the desire to both experience new and exciting destinations and to improve creativity by 
learning about the best tools available.

Throughout the content, there is an ever-engaging level of interaction and a foundation of 
trust within the community. Our recommendations and opinions are extremely valuable to 
our audience and of course to the brands and organisations we partner with.

With the nature of our content covering popular interests such as photography and travel, it 
confirms that our audience is truly global and the content is consistently searched for.

Partner with us

We have worked on global and local scales, delivering bespoke content covering 
photography, video and written media. Through our social profiles across YouTube, 
Instagram, Twitter and more; we can offer various amounts of promotion direct to an 
audience in a personable and strategical fashion. Our content meets business needs 
whilst also pleasing and entertaining the audience.

If you’re interested in partnering with us for a specific campaign, let’s get in touch!

press@joeallam.co.uk

Quick notes

• Fast-growing, engaged audience, actively 
looking to learn and develop creative skills and 
knowledge, whilst travelling the world

• Well-crafted content with high-quality bespoke 
imagery and videos

• Large awareness and exposure through social 
following across multiple platforms

• Extremely friendly and approachable 
personality, with great technical understanding

• Wide skillset in producing high-quality content 
across photography, video and written media
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youtube.com/JoeAllam

joeallam.co.uk

jellyjourneys.com

~300k+ 
Monthly views

~4k+
Monthly subscribers

~2m+
Monthly mins watched

~20k+
Monthly pageviews

~10k+
Monthly sessions

~1:50
Average session

~5k+
Monthly pageviews

~2k+
Monthly sessions

~3:00
Average session

Content destinations

Alongside frequent social media posts, we have three main destinations where we regularly contribute content 
that our audience enjoys consuming. Take the time to familiarise yourself with these content destinations 
alongside some rapidly growing statistics based upon the last 30 days.

YouTube has quickly become the largest output of content with rapidly 
growing statistics and a bright future ahead. The videos which have 
amassed over 15 million views, cover a variety of intertwined categories 
throughout the creative travel lifestyle, which has our audience eagerly 
awaiting new videos each week.

Read through a variety of posts, complete with bespoke artwork, 
photography and video content. Covering a regular supply of personal 
opinions within industry related tech news, photography or insightful & 
informative pieces of advice for the aspiring creative.

A bespoke blog dedicated to the travel and adventure lifestyle, with a 
focus on photography and visual arts. We aim to produce a series of blog 
posts and social content, along with dedicated video posts for each of our 
journeys and adventures around the world.
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Subscribe 208k

Audience growth and development

365 day statistics (youtube.com/JoeAllam)

Subscribers
With a rapid growth in the number of YouTube 
subscribers over the past few months, along with an 
aggressive schedule of posting frequent, high-quality 
content; the channel shows no signs of slowing down 
anytime soon.

As a reference, within the first year (2015), the 
channel had gained around 5,000 subscribers. By the 
end of the second year it had 30,000. At the end of 
2017, the channel had passed 100,000 subscribers.

Audience location (views)
Inline with the majority of platform viewership on 
YouTube, our audience is heavily dominated with 
views from the USA, followed by the UK, India, 
Australia, Philippines, Germany, Indonesia, Canada, 
Japan and Malaysia. Roughly 26% are untraceable.

Audience age
The majority of our audience is centred around 
the young working professional. Those who are 
proactively looking to develop their creative skills  
and travel around the world, with larger budgets than 
a typical backpacker. As our content reaches further,  
we continue to have growing vocal interaction from 
older generation audiences.
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Example travel content

Made in Japan: Ishikawa and Gifu Craftsmanship film

In collaboration with Ishikawa and Gifu Tourism boards; we produced a premium documentary-style film 
showcasing the craftsmanship of various handcrafts within Japan. With our highest attention to premium picture 
and audio quality and informative narrative, this film has depth and intention like no other film we’ve made.

Japan Rail Series

An independently-set travel project, showcasing the beauty of Japan in 
the winter, via a 21-day rail itinerary. The 4-part premium series aims 
to create a captivating narrative that is not only beautiful in visual and 
audio quality, but rich in informative content about rural areas of Japan.

New York City

Relaxed vlog series with cinematic qualities, about the lifestyle 
surrounding travel and street photography in one of the most famous 
cities in the world; New York City.

West Coast USA

Self-directed, multi-part vlog series, following the journey of capturing 
photography along the West Coast of the USA. From Los Angeles to 
Seattle, via Big Sur, San Francisco, Trinidad, Rocky Point and Portland.

MINI: Dakar Rally

Adventurous vlog series during the Dakar Rally, in Peru, with team MINI 
X-Raid. Focusing on capturing the atmosphere and culture of rally, 
through photography and cinematic filmmaking.

http://joeallam.co.uk/press
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Example photography/tech content

Apple iPhone 11 Pro

Thorough and consistent video series focusing on the iPhone 11 Pro camera capabilities for photography and 
filmmaking. With high attention to content quality, specification accuracy and informative narrative, these 
videos have proved very popular in aiding viewers’ decision-making about the latest iPhones.

Fujifilm X100F

Variety of photography-based videos featuring the Fujifilm X100F; a 
fixed lens camera with exceptional image quality and ergonomics.

What’s in my Camera Bag?

Huge overview of multiple photography, filmmaking and various other 
tech products housed within my camera bag. An opportunity to hear 
opinion-based content and informative product reviews.

DJI Osmo Pocket

A typical example of a review video, featuring the DJI Osmo Pocket; a 
game-changing camera with unique design and functionality.

Adobe Premiere Rush CC

In-depth tutorial workflow for Adobe’s cross-device video editing 
platform, Premiere Rush CC. Focusing mainly on the iPad Pro, this 
walkthrough shows the full process from start-to-finish editing a video.

http://joeallam.co.uk/press
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Example social engagement

Instagram posts

We post high quality images from our travels around the world that 
relate immensely with our audience, in a natural and personal manner.

Instagram stories

We take pride in our personal approach to the “story” format, with 
genuine and passionate engagement from our audence, as we share 
behind the scenes of our content creation, whilst travelling.

98,657
Highest impressions

10,128
Most likes

154
Most comments

9,000+
Average impressions

http://joeallam.co.uk/press
https://instagram.com/p/Bg60zHyDGKP/
https://instagram.com/p/BrM9ST3n6FC/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BhyKPvrlkCR/?utm_source=ig_share_sheet&igshid=1mtruuyrke1h6
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Brand and product integrations

We’re proud to have collaborated with some great companies all around the world, on campaigns both big and 
small. We choose our partnerships with as much detail as you choose yours. Focusing on passionate, creative 
briefs, in an effort to educate and inspire our audience to be more adventurous and exploratory, with creativity 
and travel as key interests.

Previous brand collaborations

+ many more

press@joeallam.co.uk
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